OHL Group is committed to providing its customers a maximum satisfaction and to creating value in sustainability conditions by attending the necessities and expectations of all representatives interested in its correct operation.

OHL's operations are carried out through the application of guidelines addressed to environmental and natural capital protection, preservation and improvement. Such guidelines are:

- the application of a **preventive approach** for minimizing any negative impact on the environment, through a correct management of:
  - generated waste;
  - produced spillages, and
  - Particles and polluted gases emissions into the atmosphere.
- the **reduction of impact on ecosystems**, and planning and carrying out ecologic preservation and restoration practices, when necessary;
- the **improvement of energetic and material resources usage** by means of planning a responsible consumption;
- To prioritize **water footprints management, ecosystems preservation** and the **promotion of a low-carbon economy and energetic efficiency**;
- to control impact on social-economic background and historic-artistic and archeological heritage, and
- the **application of appropriate corrective and preventive measures**, where necessary.

The application of these guidelines is carried out within the feasible, both technical and economical, limits.

OHL Group intends to achieve these guidelines by:

- analyzing and evaluating in advance and properly managing its environmental risks;
- knowing and complying with the environmental regulations, contractual requirements and commitments voluntarily undertaken;
- planning and developing its activities under the best environmental practices and applying the best feasible and available technologies;
- training and raising awareness in all its employees and collaborating companies;
- tracking and controlling environmental indicators at all its activities;
- establishing goals for a continuous improvement, and
- encouraging a bidirectional and trustworthy communication with interested parties.

These guidelines are structured through appropriate environmental management systems and mechanisms which allow OHL Group to share its expertise with society and becoming a reference in environmental matters.

OHL Group forbids any performance which could imply uncontrolled risks at the execution of its works. **It is claimable to all activities and enterprises in all countries** leaded by and with operations of OHL Group Board, **the compliance of this Commitment**. All employees are aware, comply and distribute it in their professional activity range from the beginning of works. Board shall ensure all necessary resources for its correct achievement.
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